
To the Brooklyn College President’s Cabinet: 

 

Your response to our demands is disappointing and mostly repeats what you articulated in 

our first meeting on July 23. While you continue to state your willingness to engage and work 

with ARC, your objections and/or refusals do not reflect a willingness to engage sincerely and 

in good faith with our demands and present solutions or paths forward that address the 

problems on campus holistically.  

 

You end with an ultimatum about joining a team to facilitate President Anderson’s anti-racist 

agenda. We have repeatedly explained the necessity that the team be led by faculty, staff, and 

students and not be centered on the roles of administrators if these efforts are to have any 

legitimacy or hope of succeeding. Your response dismisses these concerns. 

 

Previous task forces that were convened by the administration, such as the LGBTQ Task 

Force, have had a structure similar to what you recommend for this implementation team. 

The recommendations of the LGBTQ Task Force, which were both inexpensive and easily 

accomplished, were ignored or put off repeatedly for years. Our skepticism about your 

willingness and ability to act is grounded in history.1  

 

We are committed to creating a true anti-racist campus. We have the expertise, imagination, 

and willingness to figure out solutions. As you know, both ISSO and the recent grant by the 

Robin Hood Foundation happened because we (faculty and staff) made them happen and 

because President Anderson recognized the value of our ideas and assisted by making ISSO a 

fundraising priority and securing a donor. We know how hard the faculty and staff of the 

Center for Teaching and Learning are working and, again, its initiatives are community-led 

efforts where the institution’s ability to meet a challenge comes from the creativity, 

commitment, and inadequately compensated labor of faculty, staff, and students. 

 

We invited you to be partners with us in developing a plan to create an anti-racist campus and 

we looked to you to demonstrate your good faith by committing resources (both financial and 

the will to act) that are at least equal to what faculty, students, and staff have donated over the 

years in uncompensated labor. However, you have (with the exception of the Staff 

Ombudsperson) couched your responses in terms of what you cannot do, instead of what 

could be possible. Instead of engaging with our demands in a manner that acknowledges the 

Brooklyn College administration’s long history of ignoring requests - a history that has led to 

a justified mistrust of good intentions not backed by actual investment of resources - you 

resorted to hiding behind legal language and invoking “shared governance” in order to 

commit to nothing. You forget, perhaps, that we also understand union contracts, governance  

  

                                                
1 See the “Timeline of Inaction” on the ARC website. And, reflect for a minute on the immediate context for our exchange: 
President Anderson emailed the college with her “anti-racist agenda” on July 2 - the same day as the first ARC 
demonstration. At the same time as she announced “listening sessions,” she had repeatedly refused invitations to meet with 
and talk to student, staff, and faculty groups. Her statement - in its timing and in its content - is clearly an attempt to co-opt 
and neutralize the demands made by the BFS/LFS/FOC and by the PRA.  

https://antiracistcoalitionbc.wordpress.com/the-inaction-timeline/


documents, and legal regulations. Further, invoking “shared governance” is deeply ironic 

since the administration’s investment in genuine and timely consultation with faculty and 

staff or students fluctuates depending on convenience. Therefore, we have to now spell out 

each of our demands in detail and provide the solutions ourselves instead of the more 

collaborative process we had hoped for.  

 

The full document that lays out a roadmap for the next few years will be posted to our website 

by August 30.2 What is below is a list of immediate actions that the administration can take if 

it is indeed serious about wanting to create an anti-racist campus. This is a start and is the 

bare minimum needed to demonstrate a good faith commitment to moving forward. 

 

We present the following solutions with the understanding that eradicating institutionalized 

racism is a long term project. Public and private colleges and universities across the country 

are taking substantive actions to improve the lives of their BIPOC students, staff and faculty. 

In doing so, they recognize that these changes not only benefit historically marginalized 

communities but all members of the campus. Rather than be reactive, we are asking you to 

join us in being proactive and creative in building a campus where all feel welcome.  

 

Leadership 

The Implementation Team will be formed by ARC and will be comprised of faculty, staff, and 

students who have long committed to anti-racist work. This team will include two 

representatives of the President’s cabinet who will be responsible for communicating with 

senior administration and securing the resources needed to implement initiatives. 

 

● Implementation:  

○  Membership and structure: This team will have 8 members: 2 students, 2 

faculty, 2 staff, and 2 admin. The student, staff, and faculty members will 

be named by ARC. The team will meet at least monthly during 2020-

2021. All members will be empowered to add agenda items. Decisions 

will be made by majority vote. 

○  Charge: Quoting from President Anderson’s “anti-racist agenda”: “The 

Implementation Team will coordinate the collective development of a 

comprehensive plan on all issues and action items advanced to the 

administration. The Team will ensure coordination among many 

initiatives underway, so that we can maximize the impact of our campus-

wide effort.” 

○  Authority: The Team will have a budget of $10,000 for 2020-2021 to 

enable it to autonomously support measures such as anti-racism 

training. The Committee’s recommendations will be placed on the  

  

                                                
2 The June 11 letter by the PRA (Puerto Rican Alliance) called on the administration to provide a detailed action plan by this 
date. Since the administration has failed to do so, ARC will provide an action plan. 

http://brooklyn.cuny.edu/web/about/administration/president/statements/2020/enacting-an-anti-racist-agenda-at-brooklyn-college.php
https://docs.google.com/document/d/11k7o64g2-9rZnwvs44keJ0fuHc7i48QL4CRldmTOOCQ/edit?usp=sharing


agenda for CAP, relevant Policy Council standing committees, and it will 

work with Faculty Council committees, student government, and other 

non-administration leadership bodies to further the plan developed. 

Further, the President will empower the Team to meet with senior 

administrators as needed (e.g. Alan Gilbert, Facilities etc.) 

○  Accountability: The Team will be accountable to the College community. 

It will publish its minutes on the ARC website, will be fully transparent 

about budgets, and will hold a public meeting that the administration will 

advertise and promote, once a semester. 

● Resources: 

○  Financial: A budget of $10,000 for 2020-2021 (see above). The student 

members will have student fees waived in acknowledgment of their work. 

Staff and part-time faculty members will receive appropriate 

compensation. [This team cannot replicate the exploitation of BIPOC 

people’s labor in the name of diversity as it works toward an anti-racist 

campus.]3 

○  Administrative will: A commitment to placing and endorsing the Team’s 

recommendations on the agenda of the bodies mentioned above and to 

providing access to senior administrators. 

Staff Advocacy 

First, the creation of the position of a Staff Ombudsperson who is adequately compensated for 

their work. Second, the development of a process for prioritizing the internal hiring and 

promotion of Brooklyn College staff, with a history of excellent service, to vacated positions in 

the higher offices at the college. 

Staff Ombudsperson 

● Implementation: 

○  Position description: From the President’s “anti-racist agenda”: “the Staff 

Ombudsperson will analyze the representation of Black staff and staff of color in 

each title and at each level at Brooklyn College, which will include hiring, 

retention, and promotion. The Ombudsperson will also gather feedback from 

staff and make recommendations for additional supportive measures.” 

■  The Staff Ombudsperson’s analysis of hiring, retention, and promotion 

will include an analysis and review of all promotion and salary 

differential decisions made in the last two years for equity. 

                                                
3 We would like to draw your attention to the College Wide Council on Advising as well as to assessment efforts that have 
been supported by reassigned time for lead faculty. The college considers these important priorities worth the resources. The 
work of the Implementation Team is no less important and also directly supports the Strategic Plan. On a historical note, the 
initial incarnation of the College Wide Assessment Council not only gave reassigned time to all 5 faculty members, it was also 
authorized to decide on how assessment would be conducted and on selecting assessment software. The push for assessment 
was because of external pressure from MSCHE. We’re asking you to do what is important and necessary without being forced 
to do so. In the same way, similar practices can be found among USG, where the highly active positions are considerably 
compensated by the College through a portion of Student Activity Fees. 

http://brooklyn.cuny.edu/web/about/administration/president/statements/2020/enacting-an-anti-racist-agenda-at-brooklyn-college.php


■  The above analysis will result in the creation of a new, clear set of criteria 

for eligibility for promotion and salary differentials that does not 

contradict any contractual agreements with the PSC or DC-37. 

■  The Staff Ombudsperson will, at the request of the staff member, work 

with PSC and DC-37 representatives to ensure the process of applying for 

a promotion or a salary differential goes smoothly. 

○  Accountability: The Staff Ombudsperson will be selected from names 

nominated by the Implementation Team. They will work in partnership with the 

Chief Diversity Officer and will share a public report while maintaining 

confidentiality and anonymity. 

● Resources: 

○  A staff-line 

Internal Hiring and Promotion 

● Implementation: 

○  Reasons for denial of promotions or differentials should be provided. This is not 

contractually required but will go a long way to establish confidence in the 

process and help future applicants. 

○  More public and clearly accessible job postings to make sure people know about 

them. 

○  Proactively soliciting applications from Brooklyn College employees for 

positions in their line 

○  Publicizing the civil service exam preparation and mentoring services offered by 

DC-37 and paying the filing fees at least once for each employee. 

○  Automatic consideration of the CVs of Brooklyn College employees in a 

databank for open positions  

● Resources: 

○  Funds to pay filing fees for exams 

○  Willingness to be transparent in decision-making 

○  Time from IT, HR, and Communications to develop and implement the process 

described above. 

To your objection about this demand stepping on the union contract: yes, Brooklyn College 

cannot unilaterally set a different or lesser standard, but neither PSC nor DC-37 would 

object to Brooklyn College doing better or more than this standard by striving to see that all 

staff are promoted as a result of a fair evaluation and that they are both better informed about 

and encouraged to move ahead in their careers. 

 

Endowment/Fundraising 

The creation of a set of fundraising initiatives to support student anti-racist scholarship and 

public service; to extend student emergency support; to establish post-doctoral positions and 

endowed chair positions in support of the departments of  Africana Studies and PRLS; and, to 

create a pipeline of young scholars from underrepresented groups on campus. The guidelines 

https://www.psc-cuny.org/sites/default/files/Salary-differential-instructions_April_2019.pdf
https://www.dc37.net/benefits/education/deptclasses/civilserviceexams


for this endowment must be established under close consultation with members of ARC and 

other professionals to ensure the long-term effects that it is to have on the lives of those who 

can benefit from it.4  

● Implementation 

○  Meeting with Todd Galitz and the head of the Office of Research and Sponsored 

Programs to create a fundraising plan for a set of post-docs on campus (with at 

least one to be based in Africana and another to be based in PRLS) and to create 

a pipeline of scholars on campus from underrepresented groups. 

○  Move all money collected by the Black Faculty and Staff group in the 

inaccessible Members Org accounts into a Brooklyn College Foundation 

account, so that BFS can continue with their activities. 

○  Commit to the Implementation Team’s complete discretion in deciding how to 

use at least 51% of the recently announced Mellon Foundation grant that is 

allocated to Brooklyn College. 

○  Create a process for greater inclusion of faculty voices in Brooklyn College 

Foundation activities with the goal of increasing diversity among donors at 

Brooklyn College.  

○  Currently Brooklyn College Foundation accounts can be formed only for 

donations of $10,000 or more. Change to allow for accounts of $2,500 or more. 

This will allow departments/programs and on-campus organizations to create 

scholarships that can act as a core for further fundraising. 

○  Feature the Petrie and Emergency Grant Fund more prominently on the 

College’s website. For the foreseeable future, given the realities of the pandemic, 

remove the following requirements: 2.0 GPA, good record of conduct, and, if 

legally possible, the U.S. citizenship requirement. Fundraise more aggressively 

for this fund so that students can get larger emergency grants, particularly given 

the pandemic. 

● Resources 

○  Brooklyn College Foundation staff time and will to cooperate 

○  Transparency about resources 

○  Search for donors 

○  President Anderson’s directive to make this a priority for Brooklyn College 

fundraising. 

 

  

                                                
4 On the subject of scholarships for students of color, you responded “designating funds for students exclusively on the basis 

of race would violate CUNY’s anti-discrimination policy.” However, in the spirit of  the CUNY Thomas Tam Scholarship that 

awards “$1,000 to an individual qualified undergraduate student that is currently enrolled at any of the twenty-one colleges 

within CUNY, Asian or non-Asian, who has demonstrated creativity in the communication of the concerns of the Asian 

American community in areas such as health, education, culture, media and advocacy”, there should be a way to create more 

of these types of awards. 

https://www1.cuny.edu/mu/forum/2020/08/13/andrew-mellon-foundation-gifts-cuny-10-million-to-drive-change-and-expand-a-range-of-initiatives-related-to-pandemic-and-racial-justice/
http://www.brooklyn.cuny.edu/web/about/administration/studentaffairs/grant.php


Faculty Hiring, Retention, and Promotion 

The first two full-time, tenure-track lines for faculty starting in Fall 2021 will go to the 

Department of Africana Studies (one line) and to the Department of Puerto Rican and Latino 

Studies. Additionally, the Department of Puerto Rican and Latina Studies will receive sub-

lines for 2020-2021. 

 

● Implementation 

○  The Provost makes a public announcement to this effect without any hedging. 

● Resources 

○  Transparency and political will 

 

This is the easiest and most straightforward of the demands we have. As you said in your 

response, the Provost has already indicated these are a priority. And yet, you refuse to 

actually commit, which is baffling.  

 

Your response also indicated an unclear understanding of what diversity means since you 

conflate two entirely different issues: We do need more Black and Latinx faculty in all 

departments and we support the desire to ensure that we can complete hires that would 

increase faculty diversity. However, this is not at all the same thing as adequately supporting 

Africana Studies (a department that has not had a successful regular search in almost 20 

years) and making PRLS whole.  

 

You mention the need to make CIS whole while being content leaving PRLS radically 

understaffed yet again. This is not what an anti-racist agenda looks like. If you like, we can 

provide you with data on student and faculty FTEs, FT faculty/student ratios, and any other 

metric you wish, to show that there are other departments on campus beside CIS (and besides 

PRLS and AFST) who have a more urgent need for full-time faculty. Your decision to 

prioritize CIS reveals the administration’s values.5 We are asking you to stand by the Strategic 

Plan and to value the education PRLS and AFST provide for all our students.  

 

Finally, the consultation process is just that - consultation. The Provost has, in the past, made 

decisions about lines ahead of this process based on his/her understanding of the College’s 

priorities. This is their right even if it is not truly illustrative of shared governance. It is 

hypocritical to now invoke a process that has not been fully respected in the past, especially 

when that consultation repeatedly resulted in strong recommendations to allocate lines to 

PRLS and AFST, recommendations that were ignored. 

 

  

                                                
5 To be absolutely clear: this is not about the department of Computer and Information Science in particular or any objection 
to supporting a growing major. You mentioned CIS and we are simply pointing out the assumptions embedded in your 
response. 



Anti-racist pedagogy 

Dedicate funds beyond the $10,000 mentioned above for the continued development of 

critical pedagogies, materials, and trainings for anti-racist instruction in conjunction with 

external consultation (upon request, the names of the organizations have been provided to 

Associate Provost Tammy Lewis).6  

 

● Implementation 

○  The Provost and Deans will urge and enable departments to conduct a 

curricular review to identify how to incorporate critical examination of social 

issues in the field, with the goal of introducing these issues in their lower level 

courses. 

○  Create a schedule of faculty workshops, symposia, and external training on anti-

racist pedagogy and current best practices to create inclusive classrooms and 

curricula in a variety of fields during 2020-2021. 

○  Work with the Center for Teaching and Learning to develop a certification 

process that celebrates pedagogical achievements and creativity in the 

classroom with a particular emphasis on critical instruction across the 

curriculum. 

● Resources  

○  Funding to support the Center for Teaching and Learning to secure an outside 

consultant whose expertise is in antiracist pedagogy. 

  

Campus Safety 

Although it is asserted that there is no formal relationship between the campus and the 

NYPD, the past behavior and continued presence of NYPD on campus (informal or otherwise) 

serves to undermine this premise. Further, the history of NYPD spying and undercover 

surveillance of Muslim students and other politically active BIPOC students was never 

addressed with the NYPD; nor was the harm and fear it has caused on campus  acknowledged 

and prioritized by the Administration.7 We think it is a mistake to underestimate the level of 

discomfort felt by students, faculty and staff or negative interactions with law enforcement 

because there is no entity where individuals can report these interactions. Also, there is a 

need for resources to hire more culturally competent mental health counselors.  

 

● Implementation 

○  Identify a location on campus for the NYPD, although no official relationship is 

claimed, to use the restrooms and eat lunch away from any building, including 

                                                
6 The recent $10 million grant by the Mellon Foundation to CUNY includes $2.5 million for pedagogy and for humanities 
curriculum development. The Implementation Team should have discretion over money that is allocated to Brooklyn College 
directly (see above) and should be the body responsible for nominating representatives from Brooklyn College to participate 
in any centralized efforts at CUNY. 
7 Brooklyn College administration assumes that NYPD involvement on campus is a thing of the past. However, the direct 
connections that current Director of Public Safety, Donald Wenz, has with the NYPD as a retired NYPD Captain, and Peace 
Officer David Mercado’s documented history of abuse of power and violence let us know there are more nuances you are 
highly aware of as well. 

https://projects.propublica.org/nypd-ccrb/officer/20196-david-mercado


but not limited to the WEB Building, that is regularly used by students. We 

recommend the restrooms in the Chiller plant. 

○  A clear statement to the NYPD and Mayor di Blasio on the harms done by years 

of NYPD undercover investigation of Muslim students and the ways it 

compromised student safety, their educational health, and religious freedom on 

campus (particularly since such investigations are still legal under the 

settlement of the Rasul case and students continue to worry that the NYPD will 

do it again) that asks for a public apology from the NYPD. 

○  Immediate budget review to plan redeploying campus security resources to 

increasing staff and resources in mental health counseling services and conflict 

resolution certified employees (not related to law enforcement). This should 

include training for campus security officers in conflict resolution and the 

unarming of all armed officers on campus, along with an assessment of conduct 

of all public safety officials who have had or have active complaints against 

them. 

● Resources 

○  Increase funding to secure culturally competent mental health professionals, 

and expand the services they provide to students. 

○  Deploy Donald Wentz and an appropriate academic leader to meet with the 

local NYPD precinct leader and/or community relations liaison to find an 

alternate solution for the lunch and restroom needs of law enforcement. 

○  The will to make a clear statement to the NYPD and the Mayor on the harms 

done to Brooklyn College students over the years. 

 

You asked us to tell you by August 17 if we wanted to “join the team to create a better, safer, 

and more just Brooklyn College, one that is worthy of its mission, history, and promise.” We 

are obviously committed to creating a Brooklyn College that is worthy of its mission, history, 

and promise. We hope that you will join with us in this effort rather than maintaining the 

hierarchies that reify the issues we have outlined.  

 

Submitted by,  

 

The Anti-Racist Coalition at Brooklyn College 

August 17, 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Posted to the ARC website on August 17, 2020 

https://antiracistcoalitionbc.wordpress.com/

